Culmination
“Are you camping” said the lady in the Holsworthy café with a bit of a smirk and in that sort of soft
Devon accent which could equally be saying: “You’re not from around here are you?”
Away from the coast, Devon is a bit of a land that time forgot. They certainly forgot for example
about meaningful signs for campsites.
But I digress.
Raz, Tony and I made a late decision to help Raz use up some of his leave and set off for a long
weekend in Devon and north Cornwall. We got to Bovey Tracey in time for Tony to have his late full
breakfast and then went up on to the moors to have a look at Haytor. Raz had climbed there many
years ago, but oddly, I’d only ever done the tourist bit. There were plenty of those in evidence and a
few climbers.
I was keen to have a go at Aviation but we started on Levitation – a VS on the right hand end of Low
Man. Raz led off and paused a little – reluctant to jam his hands in what looked to be a greasy
flared crack. Eventually he udged up and then paused a little more at the awkward step left. Then it
was nice climbing up flakes and slabs to the rounded summit. Tony followed - again ignoring the
starting crack. When I came to follow, I used a little courage to try the jams and although damp they
were solid enough and certainly made the start easier.

Raz leads Levitation VS on Low Man
Greasy crack bottom right
Awkward step far left

We turned to Aviation (E1) one of the classics of the crag. I’d watched another party making a little
heavy weather of it which was off-putting. However, good gear low down saw me launching into the
bulging crack which was soon behind me. I couple of moves up and I was at the traverse. Small bits
of gear encouraged the start of the thin moves right. This was the crux – possibly 5b. Tiny finger
holds and smears for the feet followed by a long step right and I was at the “stance”. An ancient
peg, a big flake and a tied off chicken head left me secure if not comfortable. Tony dealt swiftly with
the crack but balked at the traverse and decided to retreat. Raz followed swiftly and I then
embarked on pitch two. Nice moves over the overlap led to the final obstacle – the runnel. I climbed
it on its right arête – nice balancy moves. Raz followed with a foot in the runnel instead. Lovely
climbing and one that had been on my list for ages.

Me in the bulging crack of Aviation E1
Low Man

Starting the crux traverse on Aviation
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Raz in the runnel on pitch 2

Tony then led the other classic of the crag – Raven Gully (S). A couple of strenuous layback sections
led to the overhanging chimney which Tony soon sorted out. See pictures below. Easy slabs led to
the top. We were annoyed not to have brought our cameras up as the Red Arrows provided Tony
with a personal fly past.

Now we wanted a campsite. Loads were marked on Tony’s road map but they were not in evidence
in the real world. Bovey Tracey, Moretonhampstead and Whiddon all promised but failed to
deliver. Even where there were actually signs to campsites, typically in 1 or 2 miles, they failed to
materialise. A local in Sticklepath thought there might be one the other side of Okehampton.
We drove into town and followed signs to the local youth hostel. This turned out to be an inspired
decision as it had a campsite attached. £5 a night each including showers. My pop-up tent left me
with time to spare as Tony and Raz grappled with their poles and flapping flysheets.
We had a passable meal in town – even rejecting the bill as they’d left our drinks off. So honest!
In the morning we set off for the Culm coast - the “culmination” (geddit?) of our trip. Low tide was
around 1230 so we didn’t rush. This was how we ended up in the café in Holsworthy. For some
reason the owner found it highly amusing that we were three blokes camping – we didn’t tell her we
had separate tents. She also thought it only counted as camping if we actually cooked. Altogether a
strange encounter.
We drove to Welcombe Mouth north of Bude. The road was pretty rough at the end which was fine
as we were in Tony’s car. He was relieved to find several vehicles parked at the end.
The guidebook gave the impression it was a short walk to the crag but it was a good 45 minutes
initially on bits of beach but latterly boulder-hopping. Gull Rock is the high tide island but the
climbing is on the south side of the landward promontory. A couple of teams were already on
routes as we arrived at this attractive and sunbaked south facing slab. Culm is basically highly
compacted mud which occasionally along the coast provides some very attractive and reasonably
solid slabs.

Extravagantly folded strata
At Gull Rock

We settled on Solid Air (VS). It looked blank from below, but as Raz found as he floated up, lots of
little edges for both hands and feet appeared the whole way up along with good, if small, gear. Tony
and I romped up after him. The in situ abseil point took the stress out of getting back down again.

Raz floats up Solid Air VS

The tide by now was rushing in. I geared up for the route of the crag – Walking on the Moon (HVS).
Again, hidden edges emerged as I climbed. There was an awkward step left to a good little ledge
with two in situ pegs. They looked crap to me and in any event are not to be trusted on a sea cliff. I
backed them up with two of my smallest little brass jobs. The thin crux followed but soon good holds
were in reach again and the top followed soon after. Nice climbing.

The start and crux of Walking on the Moon HVS
The tide was now threatening to cut all three parties off and a sense of urgency was palpable. Tony
decided not to follow because of the time which was a pity but understandable. Raz flowed quickly
up and then we rushed to abseil and repack and rounded the point with perhaps 15 minutes to
spare. Next time, we’ll allow more time for the walk in and follow the tide down. Definitely several
more good looking routes to go back for from HS to E1.
We found a good campsite near Bude, had a pizza in Bude itself to keep Raz happy and planned
either to go to Sharpnose or Cornakey cliff the following day. However, our plans were foiled by
quite heavy rain but we’re planning another trip if anyone’s up for it?
Thanks to Tony for driving and to both Tony and Raz for their company and enthusiasm.
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